Model Formulation
Let 1: denote the logit transformed ILI observations for region r through week w; 1: , = [qf(t, r, 1), qf(t, r, 2) , …, qf(t, r, v) ] the vector of logit transformed query fractions for term t at HHS region r through week v; and, Q the feature set of terms identified as explanatory variables. The predictor matrix with query fractions for all terms in Q is thus:
Due to the lag in ILI release, ≥ + 1. We fit an ARIMA model using observations through weeks w and forecast ahead through week v:
The ARIMA result is added as an additional explanatory variable to the predictor matrix, yielding ̃1 : = [ 1: ̃1: ].
Using ̃1 : as the predictor matrix and 1: as the vector of responses, we train a random forest model, ̂ , for region r at week w:
For a state s in region r with a query fraction matrix 1: , we append region r's ARIMA results and use this as a test set with ̂. Therefore the nowcast estimates of ILI for state s are
We refer to this form as RRS. Hence, the alternate model form RR0, where the state's nowcast is simply its region's ARIMA estimate is: ̂( +1): = ̃( +1): , and the model form RRR, where the state's GET query fractions are replaced with the query fractions of its parent region is: ̂( +1): = ̂ (̃( +1): )
Alternate model forms -state ILI as response
Let 1: and 1: be defined analogous to 1: and 1: respectively. We fit an ARIMA model using state-level ILI. ̃1 : = ( 1: ) Figure S1 . GET query fractions for select terms at US national level, high-(CA) and low population (WA) states and large (New York, NY) and medium sized cities (Seattle, WA)
Sensitivity Analysis of the choice of floor
For the analysis reported in the manuscript, query fractions that were zeros were replaced by a very small value (1E-12) before the logit transformation was applied. We performed a sensitivity analysis on the choice of floor by testing two alternative floor values -1E-8 and 1E-10. Figure S2 shows that COR/RMSE/MAPE are virtually unchanged for all model variants during the 6 seasons for any of the three values of floor. Additionally, we performed a Friedman-Nemenyi test and established that these differences are not statistically significant. 
Analysis of the effect of inheritance on nowcast quality
For the three model variants that inherit regional query fractions (RRS, SRS and SSS), we re-estimated nowcasts without using inheritance i.e. the state query fractions were unaltered. We compared the quality of these estimates with estimates that result from the use of inheritance. In Figure S3 , we see that inheritance improves correlation overall and particularly in low population states, but has no significant impact on root mean squared error and increases mean absolute proportion error. We performed paired Wilcoxon tests to test for significance and found that the differences in correlation and MAPE are significant but not with RMSE. Response ARIMA trained on Query fractions RR0 ILI -Regional ILI -Regional RRR ILI -Regional ILI -Regional GET -Regional RRS ILI -Regional ILI -Regional 
